Exploring Semantically Interlaced Cultural Heritage Narratives
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ABSTRACT

While traditional mobile guides propose itineraries underlying the presentation of individual narrations, a broad view of Cultural Heritage should take into account that Points of Interests, historical characters and objects are frequently related in different stories linking art, history and science. Moreover, stories could be associated through their common themes. Thus, a focus on individual narrations is not enough to provide users with a holistic view of the places they visit.

In this paper, we investigate the presentation of interlaced Cultural Heritage information to make users aware about the connections among such stories. For this purpose, we propose an exploration model that enables the user to take side walks in semantically-related narrations concerning Points of Interest. This is based on a semantic knowledge representation where two types of relations connect entities within individual stories, and stories through their common themes. Based on this representation, we developed the Triangolazioni mobile guide that presents multimedia information about Cultural Heritage in Torino city. A user study has shown that participants perceived the app, and its "side walking" support, as highly usable. Moreover, they appreciated the storytelling capabilities of the app.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Hypertext / hypermedia; Interaction techniques; • Information systems → Geographic information systems; Web searching and information discovery.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most mobile guides for Cultural Heritage (CH) exploration organize the presentation of stories about CH items as a location-based hypertext that specifies the paths that the user can traverse within an individual story. Path traversal is based on contextual conditions concerning the user’s location and interests [1, 2, 11, 19, 27, 30], and possibly further elements such as weather conditions and available time [7, 10]. Thus, tours focus on the items near the user and prescribe exploration paths focused on specific interests, failing to provide an integrated viewpoint on the available stories. However, Cultural Heritage has a multi-faceted nature that might involve, e.g., the history of science, culture, and technology about a Point of Interest. We claim that, to make people aware of this richness, mobile guides should support the exploration of a network of interconnected stories rather than individual narrations.

The suggestion of thematically related stories can enrich the visit experience with an interconnected view that enriches the tour experience by highlighting the existence of common themes among temporally and spatially distributed stories. Our idea is that, during a tour, the mobile guide might enrich the visit experience by proposing side stories centered around two orthogonal exploration dimensions, i.e., the Point of Interest in the user’s focus of attention and the topic of the story. We thus propose to support the presentation of interlaced narratives by using semantic links to relate, at a finer-grained level, places, people and objects into individual stories and, at a coarse-grained one, thematically related narrations. Our presentation model is based on:

(1) The specification of groups of thematically related narratives that deal with common topics and could represent opportunities to broaden the user’s knowledge about Cultural Heritage.

(2) The management of "side walks" from story to story, and the provision of structured bread crumbs that enable users to go back and forth among narrations without losing control.

We implemented side walking in the “Triangolazioni” (Triangulations) mobile guide that supports the interlaced exploration of Cultural Heritage in Torino city. To understand its impact on users, we carried out a preliminary user study in which 25 participants (some with previous experiences with mobile guides and other ones who were novices) used the app. The participants perceived the
app as usable, interesting and novel, as well as capable to narrate stories about places and associated characters/objects. Moreover, by grouping participants according to their motivation to seek out knowledge and new experiences (Stretching component of the Curiosity and Exploration Inventory-II questionnaire), we found that the people having a higher Stretching score appreciated the presentation of links between entities, and of thematically related stories, more than the other participants. These results encourage the adoption of side walking in mobile guides. However, they suggest the development of customization features to adapt content presentation to different information exploration attitudes.

In the following, Section 2 positions our work in the related one. Sections 3 and 4 describe our approach and the Triangolazioni app. Section 5 presents the user study and Section 7 closes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Bernstein defined patterns of hypertext that describe the building blocks of the systems based on static links between components [4]. Millard et al. introduced Sculptural Hypertext models [23] to dynamically determine the links between components. Hargood et al. described novel hypertext patterns suitable for Sculptural Hypertexts [14]. We exploit traditional patterns, based on fine-grained semantic relations between entities, to organize the individual stories. Moreover, we introduce coarse-grained semantic relations between stories, based on topic similarity, to support side walking.

Location-based hypertext underlies most mobile guides. For instance, GUIDE [10] delivered information about places by taking the user’s geo-location into account. Riot! [5] presented location-sensitive interactive plays. PIL [19] advanced hypertext with multimedia content preparation and ubiquitous user modeling to personalize the visit and information presentation. Braunhofer and Ricci extended the context-aware mobile guides to consider weather conditions, user’s emotions, and so forth [7]. CHIP [29] used semantic web technologies to enrich the presentation of CH items. While these works base the management of exploration paths on the existence of semantic relations between individual entities, we extend semantic relatedness to the level of the stories themselves, which are treated as high-level structured entities and can be related to one another thought topic similarity.

Researchers have experimented smart objects [3]. Augmented Reality with story telling [13], haptic interaction with the system [25], IoT [22] and Virtual Reality [9] for immersive storytelling. We exclude these technologies to make the guide accessible to all end-user devices. Moreover, we do not assume that CH objects are equipped with technology supporting their interaction with the user because, different from the above listed works, which are instantiated within museums or small archaeological sites, we accommodate narratives covering large geographical areas.

3 SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION OF CULTURAL HERITAGE INFORMATION

We base the specification of individual narrations, and of clusters of thematically related stories, on the definition of an ontology that represents the entities of a story, and the story itself, as concepts related through semantic relations expressed at different granularity levels; i.e., relations within a specific story vs. topic similarity.

Figure 1 shows the OWL [28] ontology we built to represent the information presented by the Triangolazioni app. Based on this semantic representation, Triangolazioni dynamically generates the views presenting Cultural Heritage information to the user. The ontology is generic to accommodate different types of stories. We defined it by eliciting the narrative requirements from a multidisciplinary group of researchers dealing with science, arts, and history:

- The Item concept defines the entities described in the narratives, i.e., people, objects (e.g., paintings), and places, respectively represented by the Person, Object and Place sub-concepts. For simplicity, we assimilate buildings to places because the former are frequently used to describe Points of Interest or places where historical objects are stored. Item specifies the attributes inherited by all entities. It includes the Pivot flag that specifies whether the item represents a conjunction point between different stories (e.g., those passing through the same place) or not.
- Items can be associated with each other through the item_to_item relation that represents the links between entities within an individual story. Items can also be associated with places through the item_in_place relation to specify where they are located.
- The Narrative concept represents the stories and supports their association in clusters of narratives having a common theme. An instance of the concept represents an individual story and aggregates the items belonging to it through the belongs_to_narrative relation.
- The Narratives_cluster defines the groups of thematically related stories. To specify that an individual story might touch different topics, a narrative can be associated with one or more clusters through relation belongs_to_narrative_cluster.

However, the ontology is not only a way to formalize knowledge, but also to support the authoring of stories within the mobile guide.
Specifically, we used the ontology to develop the authoring tool for the designers of the stories, leveraging the Omeka-S semantic Content Management System (https://omeka.org/s/).

We currently base the specification of thematically related stories on a manual selection of the stories having specific topics in common. However, we plan to apply automated topic extraction techniques, such as, e.g., Latent Semantic Analysis [12], to identify the common themes from the textual descriptions associated to the entities involved in the stories.

4 TRIANGOLAZIONI

Our mobile guide supports the interaction with smartphones, tablets and laptops. Due to space constraints we only describe the portion of the user interface supporting side walking. For more information about the mobile guide see [21].

When the user selects a story (e.g., "Misurare il tempo" - measuring time), and a Point of Interest (e.g., "Palazzo Madama" in Figure 2a), the guide presents its textual description. As shown in Figure 2b, the guide shows the links to explore the entities of the story that are semantically related to the place ("Altri luoghi di Misurare il tempo" - other places of the story) and the widgets supporting side walking ("Altri percorsi suggeriti"). The user can expand such widgets to discover the narratives passing through the Point of Interest and those thematically related to the current story. For instance, as shown in the figure, Palazzo Madama is also involved in tour "Misure e rivoluzioni". Moreover, the current story inspected by the user, "Misurare il tempo", is thematically related to the "Misurare la Terra" (Measuring the Earth) narrative through theme "Measures". By selecting one of such stories, the user can start a new tour to go to the involved places, or to visit them virtually.

During the navigation of a narrative, the user can go back to a previously explored story by using visual bread crumbs that include one item for each pending story, in reverse chronological order; see Figure 3. The breadcrumbs specify the names of all the stories
that the user started during the interaction session. Therefore, they support a flexible navigation, back and forth, from story to story.

5 STUDY DESIGN
We carried out a preliminary user test to check the usability of Triangolazioni, and the user experience with it, with a specific interest in side walking. In the study, we followed literature guidelines on controlled experiments [16, 26]. People joined the user study on a voluntary basis, without any compensation. The experiment took place live. The participants used their own mobile phones to interact with the app and we collected their feedback through online questionnaires. The study was organized in three phases:

1) Users had to declare that they were 18 years old, or over, and they had to accept an online consent to participate in the experiment. The text of the consent is available here: https://bit.ly/3HHPBTp. To continue the study, we attributed each person a numerical ID used throughout the experiment. We did not associate IDs to people’s names to keep data anonymous. We asked participants to fill in a questionnaire that inquires demographic information, cultural background and their familiarity with ICT tools. We also asked them if they had ever used any mobile guides for tourism. Moreover, we asked them to fill in the Curiosity and Exploration Inventory-II (CEI-II) questionnaire [15].

2) Participants freely used the mobile guide to explore the information about Palazzo Madama, and the stories related to it, in the context of a tourist visit to Torino city. To comply with diverse backgrounds and levels of confidence with technology, we did not impose any time limits to complete the experiment.

3) At last, participants filled in a post-test questionnaire aimed at assessing the following aspects: (a) Perceived usability - the first part of the questionnaire contains the statements of the System Usability Scale (SUS) [8], which we used to understand whether the user interface of the mobile app is usable or needs improvements. (b) Perceived user interface adequacy - in the second part of the questionnaire we investigated participants’ appreciation of the app and of its user interface; see statements Q1-Q4 in Table 1. (c) Perception of the interaction with the mobile app - we also focused on how participants perceived the navigation and storytelling features provided by the app (Q5-Q8). Moreover, we asked participants whether they preferred video or text-based narratives (Q9) to compare user preferences towards presentation modalities. Finally, we collected textual comments to improve the guide.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Participants Characteristics
25 people, aged between 18–30, participated in the study (10 females, 15 males, 0 non-binary, 0 did not answer). Regarding their background (they could select multiple choices), 19 participants have a scientific background, 3 a humanities one and 3 a technical one. 11 declared that they have low familiarity with ICT technologies, 7 medium, and 7 advanced. 15 people declared that they had previously used a mobile guide and 10 that they had never used one. The answers to the CEI-II questionnaire show that participants are motivated to seek out knowledge and new experiences (Stretching) with a mean value $M = 4.57$ (SD = 0.15). However, they are less motivated to embrace the novel, uncertain, and unpredictable nature of everyday life (Embracing): $M = 3.18$ (SD = 0.59).

6.2 Post-test Results
6.2.1 Post-test questionnaire. Perceived Usability. By analyzing participants’ answers to the System Usability Scale questionnaire, we obtained a SUS score equal to 80.1/100 (SD = 9.31). A SUS score higher than 68/100 is considered a promising result; therefore, we can consider our value as a good one. While SUS was only intended to measure the perceived ease-of-use, Lewis and Sauro [20] showed that it provides a global measure of system satisfaction and sub-scales of learnability (items 4 and 10) and usability (other 8 items). We obtained a learnability value equal to 91/100 (SD = 11.13). This means that users did not have to put a lot of effort the first time they used the mobile app; in other words, Triangolazioni is easy to learn. The usability value is 77.38/100 (SD = 10.14), which denotes good usability.

Perceived User Interface Adequacy. The third and fourth columns of Table 1 show participants’ perception of the mobile guide in the [1, 5] scale. Overall, the app was evaluated as fairly innovative (Q1: $M = 3.96$, SD = 0.79) and intuitive (Q2: $M = 3.96$, SD = 0.96). Moreover, the user interface was considered as sufficiently informative (Q3: $M = 3.80$, SD = 1.00) and it was not evaluated as cluttered or confusing (Q4: $M = 2.16$, SD = 0.99).

Perception of the Interaction with the Mobile App. Participants agreed that the links between places and characters/objects enriched the tour by telling a story about such entities (Q5: $M = 4.48$, SD = 0.59). They perceived the presentation of thematically related stories as interesting (Q6: $M = 4.60$, SD = 0.50) and innovative (Q7: $M = 4$, SD = 0.96). They thought that the ability to access narratives that are thematically related to the story they started from Palazzo Madama was interesting (Q8: $M = 4.36$, SD = 0.64). Concerning the preferences for textual or video-based narratives (Q9), 19 participants said that they prefer reading text while 6 people declared that they prefer to watch a video.

6.2.2 Free-text feedback. 19 people provided textual feedback about the layout and interaction features of the app. We identified the main themes emerging from the collected answers through Thematic Analysis [6]:

- Perception of narratives. 5 participants mentioned this theme: 2 of them declared that the provision of links to relate places to each other, and to navigate information through stories, were interesting and novel. Other participants proposed extensions to the user interface to highlight the connections among entities within a story, or to give a preview of it.
- Search for information. 4 participants mentioned this theme. Some of them suggested to extend the mobile guide with a free exploration of CH items by relying on keyword-based search and dynamically generated itineraries.
- Fruition of text and video. The opinions about this theme are mixed. 4 people suggested that it would be good to have an audio guide while walking in the city. However, 3 people pointed out that, while moving around, the fruition of videos and audio might be difficult, e.g., because of the noisy environment and light conditions. Thus, textual descriptions
We focused on the stretching component of the CEI-II score, which includes the people having a high CEI-II score for the stretching experiences. We split participants into two groups: the former one is the people more motivated to seek out knowledge particularly appreciated the presentation of thematically related stories. These results encourage the exploitation of side walking in location-based mobile guides.

Table 1: Post-test questionnaire. Participants answer the questions of the first column in the {Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Agree, Strongly agree} scale, which we map to the [1, 5] interval. The third column shows the mean values of participants’ answers and the fourth one reports Standard Deviation values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>The mobile app is innovative.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>The user interface of the app is very intuitive.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>The user interface of the app is sufficiently informative.</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>The user interface of the app is cluttered/confusing.</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>The links between places and related characters/objects enrich the tour by telling a story.</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>The presentation of stories (Measuring time and Measurements and revolutions) related to a common theme (Measurements) is interesting.</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>The presentation of stories (Measuring time and Measures and revolutions) related to a common theme (Measures) is innovative.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>I found interesting the ability to access narratives (such as Measurements and revolutions) thematically related to the story I explored starting from Palazzo Madama.</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>Do you prefer video-based narratives (Measuring time) or text-based narratives (Measurements and revolutions)?</td>
<td>9 video</td>
<td>16 text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.3 Perception of the presentation of interlaced narratives in participant subgroups. To further evaluate the storytelling capability of our app, we analyzed the data collected through the post-test questionnaire by separating the users who had previously used a mobile guide from novices. The results confirm that our guide does not particularly challenge novice users.

We also correlated the answers to statements Q5-Q8 of Table 1 with the results of the CEI-II questionnaire. To assess the suitability of the user interface to different data exploration attitudes, we focused on the stretching component of the CEI-II score, which describes user’s motivation to seek out knowledge and new experiences. We split participants into two groups: the former one includes the people having a high CEI-II score for the stretching component (≥ 4), the latter includes those having a low score (< 4).

- **Stretching ≥ 4.** The people more motivated to seek out knowledge strongly agreed with the statements of the questionnaire. They thought that the links between places and related characters or objects enrich the tour by telling a story (Q5: M = 4.57, SD = 0.51). Moreover, they thought that the presentation of stories related to a common theme, and the possibility of accessing stories that are thematically related to the current one, are interesting (Q6: M = 4.64, SD = 0.49; Q8: M = 4.54, SD = 0.52). However, they did not perceive the presentation of individual stories as particularly innovative (Q7: M = 3.93, SD = 1.07).

- **Stretching < 4.** The other participants gave lower values to the statements related to the links between places and characters/objects (Q5: M = 3.43, SD = 0.67), and thematically related stories (Q6: M = 4.54, SD = 0.52; Q8: M = 4.21, SD = 0.39). They evaluated the novelty of the presentation of stories higher than the other group (Q7: M = 4.09, SD = 0.83).

These findings suggest that the user interface of Triangolazioni is appreciated by all users. However, side walking is an interesting function for those who are highly motivated to seek out knowledge, while it challenges the other people. It is thus interesting to develop personalization strategies to adapt the interactive functions to the individual user, as pursued in other works [17, 18, 24], or to make the user interface configurable to switch on/off such functions.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a model supporting the presentation of Cultural Heritage information through the exploration of side walks in thematically related stories to broaden the user’s knowledge about the topics addressed in the narratives. Our model introduces a semantic representation that supports the connection of entities to different stories, and the organization of narratives in clusters of stories having common themes. Based on this representation, we developed the Triangolazioni mobile guide, which presents information about Cultural Heritage in Torino city.

A user study has shown that participants perceived the app as usable and appreciated its storytelling capability. The users more motivated to seek out knowledge particularly appreciated the presentation of thematically related stories. These results encourage the exploitation of side walking in location-based mobile guides.
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